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ED. BALDUS. Avignon. 1860s albumen print, 170x215 mm (detail).

Weekly Transmission 47

René Noël Théophile Girard was born in Avignon on Chrismas night, December 25,
1923. His father’s name was Joseph, and his mother’s Marie.
Between 1943 and 1947, he studied medieval history at the famous École des Chartes,
Paris. His thesis was "Private life in Papal Avignon in the second half of the fifteenth century"
("La vie privée à Avignon dans la seconde moitié du XVe siècle", examinateurs Messieurs
Masson et Aubert). Avignon, even if Popes had left was an independant and rich state with a
specific cultural life during the so-called Renaissance.
In 1947, Girard went to Indiana University on a one-year fellowship, the subject of his
PhD was "American Opinion of France, 1940–1943". He was then assigned to teach French
literature, the field in which he would first make his reputation as a literary critic by publishing
influential essays on such authors as Albert Camus and Marcel Proust.
After almost a decade of teaching, Girard began to develop a new way of speaking
about literary texts. Beyond the "uniqueness" of individual works, he tried to discover their
common structural properties after noticing that characters in great fiction evolved in a system
of relationships otherwise common to the wider generality of novels.
But there was a distinction to be made: Only the great writers succeed in painting
these mechanisms faithfully, without falsifying them: we have here a system of relationships
that paradoxically, or rather not paradoxically at all, has less variability the greater a writer is.
So there did indeed exist, those "psychological laws" as Proust calls them.
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[CHARLIE CHAPLIN]. Photogramm. 1930s silver print, 90x120 mm.
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The mimetic character of desire
These law are the consequences of a fundamental reality grasped by the novelists,
which Girard called the mimetic character of desire in his first book, Deceit, Desire and the
Novel (1961). We borrow our desires from others. Far from being autonomous, our desire for
an object is provoked by the desire of another person — the model — for this same object.
This means that the relationship between the subject and the object is not direct: there
is always a triangular relationship of subject, model, and object. Through the object, one is
drawn to the model, whom Girard calls the mediator: it is in fact the model who is sought.
Mediation is external when the mediator of the desire is socially beyond the reach of
the subject or, for example, a fictional character, as in the case of Amadis de Gaule and Don
Quixote. The hero lives a kind of folly that nonetheless remains optimistic.
Mediation is internal when the mediator is at the same level as the subject. The
mediator then transforms into a rival and an obstacle to the acquisition of the object, whose
value increases as the rivalry grows.
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FRENCH PHOTOGRAPHER. On Reading, France, 1920s. Silver print, 180x130 mm.
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This is the universe of the novels of Stendhal, Flaubert, Proust and Dostoevsky, which
are particularly studied in his book. Through their characters, our own behaviour is displayed.
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CHARLES DUCROQUET (1872-1929). Ortopaedic installation, Paris, March 1908.
Vintage silver print, 138x225 mm.

Everyone holds firmly to the illusion of the authenticity of one’s own desires; the
novelists implacably expose all the diversity of lies, dissimulations, maneuvers, and the
snobbery of the Proustian heroes; these are all but "tricks of desire", which prevent one from
facing the truth: envy and jealousy. These characters, desiring the being of the mediator, project
upon him superhuman virtues while at the same time depreciating themselves, making him a
god while making themselves slaves, in the measure that the mediator is an obstacle to them.

Some, pursuing this logic, come to seek the failures that are the signs of the proximity
of the ideal to which they aspire.
This can manifest as a heightened experience of the universal pseudo-masochism
inherent in seeking the unattainable, which can, of course, turn into sadism should the actor
play this part in reverse.
This fundamental focus on mimetic desire would be pursued by Girard throughout the
rest of his career.
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Violence and the sacred. The stress on imitation in humans was not a popular subject
when Girard developed his theories, but today there is independent support for his claims
coming from empirical research in psychology and neuroscience.

CHARLES DUCROQUET (1872-1929). Bones demonstration, Paris, Oct. 1908.
Vintage silver print, 125x215 mm.

Since the mimetic rivalry that develops from the struggle for the possession of the
objects is contagious, it leads to the threat of violence. Girard himself says, "If there is a normal
order in societies, it must be the fruit of an anterior crisis."

The genesis of archaic religion: Turning his interest towards anthropology, Girard
began to study anthropological literature and proposed his second great hypothesis: the
victimization process, which is at the origin of archaic religion, which he sets forth in his 2nd
book Violence and the Sacred (1972).
If two individuals desire the same thing, there will soon be a third, then a fourth. This
process quickly snowballs. Since from the beginning the desire is aroused by the other (and
not by the object) the object is soon forgotten and the mimetic conflict transforms into a
general antagonism. At this stage of the crisis the antagonists will no longer imitate each other’s
desires for an object, but each other’s antagonism. They wanted to share the same object, but
now they want to destroy the same enemy.
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DRAHOTÍN ŠULLA (born 1932). The Man Who Amused Me and Scared Me, dyptich, Bratislava, 1968. Pair of vintage silver print, each: 390x256 mm,
signed and stamped.
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So, a paroxysm of violence would tend to focus on an arbitrary victim and a unanimous
antipathy would, mimetically, grow against him. The brutal elimination of the victim would
reduce the appetite for violence that possessed everyone a moment before, and leaves the
group suddenly appeased and calm.
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BATISTA VENTURELLO PENNANO. Happy Simulacre, Amazonias, 1932.
Vintage silver print, 110x65 mm.
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The victim lies before the group, appearing simultaneously as the origin of the crisis
and as the one responsible for this miracle of renewed peace. He becomes sacred, that is to
say the bearer of the prodigious power of defusing the crisis and bringing peace back.
Girard believes this to be the genesis of archaic religion, of ritual sacrifice as the
repetition of the original event, of myth as an account of this event, of the taboos that forbid
access to all the objects at the origin of the rivalries that degenerated into this absolutely
traumatizing crisis. This religious elaboration takes place gradually over the course of the
repetition of the mimetic crises whose resolution brings only a temporary peace. The
elaboration of the rites and of the taboos constitutes a kind of empirical knowledge about
violence.
René Girard opposes Claude Lévi-Strauss. Although explorers and anthropologists
have not been able to witness events similar to these, which go back to the earliest times,
indirect evidence for them abounds, such as the universality of ritual sacrifice and the
innumerable myths that have been collected from the most varied peoples.
If Girard's theory is true, then we will find in myths the culpability of the victim-god,
depictions of the selection of the victim, and his power to beget the order that governs the
group. Girard found these elements in numerous myths, beginning with that of Oedipus,
which he analyzed in this and later books.
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FRENCH PHOTOGRAPHER. Domestic Animals, France, 1890s. Citrate print, 130x180 mm.
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In Things Hidden Since the Foundation of the World (1978), Girard develops the
implications of this discovery. The victimary process is the missing link between the animal
world and the human world, the principle that explains the humanization of primates. It allows
us to understand the need for sacrificial victims, which in turn explains the hunt which is
primitively ritual, and the domestication of animals as a fortuitous result of the acclimatization
of a reserve of victims, or agriculture. It shows that at the beginning of all culture is archaic
religion, which Durkheim had sensed. The elaboration of the rites and taboos by proto-human
or human groups would take infinitely varied forms while obeying a rigorous practical sense
that we can detect: the prevention of the return of the mimetic crisis. So we can find in archaic
religion the origin of all political or cultural institutions.
According to Girard, just as the theory of natural selection of species is the rational
principle that explains the immense diversity of forms of life, the victimization process is the
rational principle that explains the origin of the infinite diversity of cultural forms.
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DRAHOTÍN ŠULLA (born 1932). The Man Who Amused Me and Scared Me, dyptich, Bratislava, 1968. Pair of vintage silver print, each: 390x256 mm,
signed and stamped.
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Origin of language. According to Girard, the origin of language is also related to
scapegoating. After the first victim, after the murder of the first scapegoat, there were the first
prohibitions and rituals, before representation and language, hence before culture.
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And that means that "people" (perhaps not human beings) "will not start fighting
again".Girard says: “If mimetic disruption comes back, our instinct will tell us to do again
what the sacred has done to save us, which is to kill the scapegoat. Therefore it would be the
force of substitution of immolating another victim instead of the first. .. This process would be
one that moves towards representation of the sacred, towards definition of the ritual as ritual
and prohibition as prohibition. But this process would already begin prior the representation,
you see, because it is directly produced by the experience of the misunderstood scapegoat”.
According to Girard, the substitution of an immolated victim for the first, is "the very
first symbolic sign created by the hominids". Girard also says this is the first time that one
thing represents another thing, standing in the place of this absent one.
This substitution is the
beginning of representation
and language, but also the
beginning of sacrifice and
ritual.
The genesis of language
and ritual is very slow and
we must imagine that there
are also kinds of rituals
among the animals:

AMABLE PETIT (doc.). Mediaval Hanap, 1860s.
Albumen print, 205x125 mm.

"It is the originary scapegoating which prolongs
itself in a process which
can be infinitely long in
moving from, how should I
say,
from
instinctive
ritualization, instinctive
prohibition,
instinctive
separation of the antagonists, which you already
find to a certain extent in
animals, towards representation"
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Girard also says: “One great characteristic of man is what [the authors of the modern
theory of evolution] call neoteny, the fact that the human infant is born premature, with an
open skull, no hair and a total inability to fend for himself. To keep it alive, therefore, there
must be some form of cultural protection, because in the world of mammals, such infants
would not survive, they would be destroyed. Therefore there is a reason to believe that in the
later stages of human evolution, culture and nature are in constant interaction.
The first stages of this
interaction must occur prior to
language, but they must include
forms of sacrifice and prohibition
that create a space of non-violence
around the mother and the
children which make it possible to
reach still higher stages of human
development. You can postulate as
many such stages as are needed.
Thus, you can have a transition
between ethology and anthropology which removes, I think, all
philosophical postulates. Discontinuities would never be of such a
nature as to demand some kind of
sudden intellectual illumination”.
In Things Hidden Since the
Foundation of the World, Girard
discusses for the first time
Christianity and the Bible. The
Gospels
ostensibly
present
themselves as a typical mythical
account, with a victim-god lynched
by a unanimous crowd, an event
that is then commemorated by
Christians through ritual sacrifice
— a material representation in this
case — in the Eucharist.

FERNANDO URBINA. Petroglyph, Orenoco plains, 1970s.
Vintage silver print, 205x125 mm.
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The parallel is perfect except for one detail: the truth of the innocence of the victim is
proclaimed by the text and the writer. The mythical account is usually built on the lie of the
guilt of the victim inasmuch as it is an account of the event seen from the viewpoint of the
anonymous lynchers. This ignorance is indispensable to the efficacy of the sacrificial violence.
The evangelical "good news" clearly affirms the innocence of the victim, thus
becoming, by attacking ignorance, the germ of the destruction of the sacrificial order on which
rests the equilibrium of societies.
Already the Old Testament shows this turning inside-out of the mythic accounts with
regard to the innocence of the victims (Abel, Joseph, Job…), and the Hebrews were conscious
of the uniqueness of their religious tradition.

BOTTEGA OF BARTOLOMÉ MURILLO (1617-1682). The Adoration of the Shepherds (fragment),
1650s. Oil on canvast, 1200x350 mm.

With the Gospels, it is with full clarity that are unveiled these "things hidden since the
foundation of the world" (Matthew 13:35), the foundation of social order on murder,
described in all its repulsive ugliness in the account of the Passion.
This revelation is even clearer
because the text is a work on desire
and violence, from the serpent
setting alight the desire of Eve in
paradise to the prodigious strength
of the mimetism that brings about
the denial of Peter during the
Passion.
Girard reinterprets certain biblical
expressions in light of his theories;
for instance, he sees "scandal"
(skandalon, literally, a "snare", or
an "impediment causing one to
stumble or fall") as signifying
mimetic rivalry, for example Peter’s
denial of Jesus.
No one escapes responsibility,
neither the envious nor the envied:
"Woe to the man through whom
scandal comes" (Matthew 18:7).
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“The evangelical revelation contains the truth on the violence, available for two
thousand years”. Has it put an end to the sacrificial order based on violence in the society
that has claimed the gospel text as its own religious text? “No” he replies, since in order for a
truth to have an impact it must find a receptive listener, and people do not change that quickly.

FRENCH PHOTOREPORTER. Last Public Execution in France: Weidmann in Versailles, 17 June 1939.
1951 reproduction print, 170x240 mm, published in the Parisien Libéré.

The gospel text has instead acted as a ferment that brings about the decomposition of
the sacrificial order.

While medieval Europe showed the face of a sacrificial society that still knew very well
how to despise and ignore its victims, nonetheless the efficacy of sacrificial violence has never
stopped decreasing, in the measure that ignorance receded.
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US ARMY PHOTOGRAPHER. Europe in 1945. Vintage silver print, 90x117 mm.

Here Girard sees the principle of the uniqueness and of the transformations of the Western
society whose destiny today is one with that of human society as a whole.

Does the retreat of the sacrificial order mean less violence? Not at all; rather, it
deprives modern societies of most of the capacity of sacrificial violence to establish temporary
order. The "innocence" of the time of the ignorance is no more.
On the other hand, Christianity, following the example of Judaism, has desacralized
the world, making possible a utilitarian relationship with nature. Increasingly threatened by
the resurgence of mimetic crises on a grand scale, the contemporary world is on one hand
more quickly caught up by its guilt, and on the other hand has developed such a great
technical power of destruction that it is condemned to both more and more responsibility
and less and less innocence.
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MEXICAN PHOTOREPORTER. Child in Police Station, Mexico, 1970s. Vintage silver print, 205x85 mm, published in Alarma.

So, for example, while empathy
for victims manifests progress in the
moral conscience of society, it
nonetheless also takes the form of a
competition among victims that
threatens an escalation of violence.
Influence
on
Psychology.
Girard’s work is attracting increasing
interest from empirical researchers
investigating human imitation (among
them Andrew Meltzoff and Vittorio
Gallese). Recently, empirical studies
into the mechanism of desire have
suggested some intriguing correlations
with Girard’s theory on the subject.
Clinical psychologist Scott R.
Garrels wrote: “ What makes Girard’s
insights so remarkable is that he not
only discovered and developed the
primordial role of psychological
mimesis (...) during a time when
imitation was quite out of fashion, but
he did so through investigation in
literature,
cultural
anthropology,
history, and ultimately returning to
religious texts for further evidence of
mimetic phenomena.
The parallels between Girard's
insights and the only recent
conclusions made by empirical
researchers concerning imitation (in
both development and the evolution of
species) are extraordinary ...”.
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AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHEUR. Homelesses’ Soup, France. 1890s.
Vintage citrate print, 125x175 mm.
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Girard’s Influence on Economics and globalization. The mimetic theory has also been
applied in the study of economics, most notably in La violence de la monnaie (1982) by
Michel Aglietta and André Orléan. According to the philosopher of technology Andrew
Feenberg: “In La violence de la monnaie, Aglietta and Orléan follow Girard in suggesting that
the basic relation of exchange can be interpreted as a conflict of “doubles”, each mediating
the desire of the Other. In their theory, the market takes the place of the sacred in modern life
as the chief institutional mechanism stabilizing the otherwise explosive conflicts of desiring
subjects”.
In an interview with the Unesco Courier, anthropologist and social theorist Mark
Anspach (editor of the René Girard issue of Les Cahiers de l’Herne) explains that Aglietta and
Orléan see the classical theory of economics as a myth. According to Anspach, the vicious
circle of violence and vengeance generated by mimetic rivalry gives rise to the gift economy,
as a means to overcome it and achieve a peaceful reciprocity: "Instead of waiting for your
neighbour to come steal your yams, you offer them to him today, and it is up to him to do the
same for you tomorrow. Once you have made a gift, he is obliged to make a return gift. Now
you have set in motion a positive circularity". Since the gift may be so large as to be
humiliating, a second stage of development—"economic rationality"—is required: this
liberates the seller and the buyer of any other obligations than to give money. Thus reciprocal
violence is eliminated by the sacrifice, obligations of vengeance by the gift, and finally the
possibly dangerous gift by "economic rationality".

CHARLES DUCROQUET (1872-1929). Bones demonstration, Paris, Dec. 1908.
Vintage silver print, 227x145 mm, signed.
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Opposition with Psychoanalysis and structuralis
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Girard, in his book Violence and the Sacred, devotes an entire chapter to the critical
analysis of Freud's works.
By analyzing the successive versions of Freudian theory in development, Girard
believes that Freud in his early works and also in Totem and Taboo touches the concept of
mimetic desire, but never formalize, and this for the benefit of the current Freudian concepts.

FRENCH AMATEUR). Portrait printed in inversed values, Paris, 1930’s. Vintage silver print on post-card stock, 140x90 mm.

Because he did not receive the mimetic nature of desire and the dynamics of mimetic
rivalry that follows, and to give a theory of conflict triangle he encounters all over his patients,
Freud postulated the complex of Oedipus.
Where mimetic design
made violence a consequence
of rivalry, Freud must assume
an awareness of paternal rivalry
and its deadly consequences.
This incredible awareness
in a child, wanting to have his
mother and kill his father,
forcing Freud to introduce the
unconscious and repression,
and step by step all these
"authorities" and "instincts",
as so many unnecessary
assump-tions. Where the logic
of mimetic desire can produce
behaviour
appearing
as
voluntary research of failure,
Freud must apply a "death
instinct."
As Rene Girard believes
his concept of mimetic desire
to better explain and make
more
consistent
the
observations of psychoanalysis.
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Opposition with Structuralism. Also, the design of the myth opposed René Girard to
Claude Levi-Strauss. The latter considers the myths of a people only insofar as they constitute
a genesis of meanings, in a purely logical genesis.
Structuralist thought unfolds in a universe of symbols that do not want to see in the
myths the trace of a real event. For René Girard, there is a retreat back there before the
revelation of violence and arbitrariness at the origin of culture.
This is what explains the lack of interest of structuralism to study the rituals that
commemorate the violent events some way too "real." Various anthropologists have contested
Girard’s claims. Elizabeth Traube, for example, reminds us that by applying a one-size-fits-all
approach, Girard “loses… the ability to tell us anything about cultural products themselves,
for the simple reason that he has annihilated the cultures which produced them.”
When his work was largely ignored by the French university, dominated by structuralist
anthropology, René Girard is a recognized author in the United States, where his theories are
taught and guided, as in Australia.
About Nietzsche's madness. For Girard, Nietzsche is among those who best
understood what is at stake in Christian revelation with its subversion of sacrificial power.
Nietzsche refusing it and dreaming the rebirth of this sacrificial power at the cost of extreme
tension. Girard sees the violence of this denial and dream the source of madness in which
Nietzsche will sink.
Girard says: “Entre Dionysos et Jésus, il n'y a “pas de différence quant au martyr”,
autrement dit les récits de la Passion racontent le même type de drame que les mythes, c'est
le “sens” qui est différent. Tandis que Dionysos approuve le lynchage de la victime unique,
Jésus et les Évangiles le désapprouvent. Les mythes reposent sur une persécution unanime.
Le judaïsme et le christianisme détruisent cette unanimité pour défendre les victimes
injustement condamnées, pour condamner les bourreaux injustement légitimés.
Cette constatation simple mais fondamentale, si incroyable que cela paraisse, personne
ne l'avait faite avant Nietzsche ! Sur ce point précis, par conséquent, il faut rendre à Nietzsche
l'hommage qu'il mérite. Au-delà de ce point hélas, il ne fait que délirer...”.
Achever Clausewitz: René Girard, the Apocalypse thinker. In 2007, René Girard
inaugurates a new stage of his research and his thoughts Achever (Complete) Clausewitz.
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FRENCH PHOTOREPORTER. Children and Uzis, Paris-Match, May 1957.
Vintage silver print, 227x145 mm, stamped.
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In this book of interviews with Benoît Chantre, Girard analyzes contemporary conflicts
in terms of Carl von Clausewitz’s treaty, remained known to the formula: "War is the
continuation of politics by other means”.
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Indeed, the Prussian strategist willingly speaks of “duel”, of "interaction" or "escalation
to extremes". For René Girard, this indicates that Clausewitz understood better than any of
his contemporaries what had played with the Napoleonic Wars: mimetic rivalry between
France and Germany nourished a rise of extreme violence. The vision of war as annihilation
of the adversary, destruction of the other, perceived as different and yet is the same, the twins,
which fight against each other an "absolute war"

MEXICAN PHOTOREPORTER. Teodoro espinoza calcinado, Mexico, 1970.
Vintage silver print, 135x180 mm, captioned.

Against the rationalist reading of Raymond Aron, who sees only a concept in "absolute
war" and poses political means to resolve conflits, Girard concludes Clausewitz in that he
pushes the logic of On War to completion: the early nineteenth century to the early twentyfirst, the battle of Jena to the attacks of September 11, 2001, history meet an acceleration and
violence spawned still more violence.
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Achever Clausewitz says that the Apocalypse has began: because humanity today has
the technical and technological means to destroy all life on the planet, nothing seems able to
stop the escalating violence. For René Girard, however, it is also about understanding the
"Apocalypse" in its etymological sense and evangelical "revelation".
The Apocalypse is what reveals to men their own violence without limits.
Claiming prophetic tradition, the thinker of mimetic theory asserts that the Bible and
the prophets already show that the Messiah, by his sacrifice is the one that reveals the
innocence of scapegoats and violence at the origin of every human society.

CHARLES DUCROQUET. Machinery, Paris, c. 1905.
Vintage printing out paper , 170x225 mm, signed.

But the Christian message was not understood by modernity, when violence is
unleashed since no myth nor sacrifice can no longer contain it. And René Girard to appeal to
eschatology on the horizon which are looming or choosing a destructive Apocalypse, or the
coming of the Kingdom.
(Adapted from Wikipedia English and French articles)
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